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DESCRIPTION

The El Otate Gold Mining Company Ledger consists of one ledger containing stockholder names and purchasing information. Ledger dates range from 1908 to 1911. Stockholder names and addresses appear from the Midwest United States, Mexico, and some foreign countries. Both L. H. Jansen and W. P. Ross are listed in the ledger.

1 Box, .25 linear ft.

HISTORICAL NOTE

The El Otate Mining Company (Also listed as El Olale Mining Co, El Otate Gold Mining Co. and Otate Copper Company) was located east of Llano, Sonora Mexico near the Cobre Grande Mine of the Sonora Copper Company. W. P. Ross was superintendent and L. H. Jansen was president. There was one brief announcement in the Mexican Mining Journal for 1908 that the mine had been “unwatered and timbered” and was in production.

ACQUISITION

Unknown

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was previously processed and reviewed by Dave Tackenberg in June 2010.